We have a display for any floor plan or any space. We offer displays to place on the counter, moveable floor displays, and hanging displays that fit an endcap. All of our displays make it easy to cross-market QuickStudy® with like products. As your store changes with the season, QuickStudy® displays will fit with your new floor plan.

Free-Standing Displays

11-Slot Standing Display
Dimensions: 24" Depth
60.5" Height
12" Width
Item Code: 204732 + 238027

26-Slot Hanging Display plus Pedestal
Dimensions: 18.5" Depth
58.75" Height
19" Width
Item Code: 204750 + 204948

32-Slot Display & Floor Stand with Front Racks
Dimensions: 15.25" Depth
68.25" Height
31" Width
Display Item Code: 204862 - Display
204865 - Floor Stand
20496A - Front Racks

52-Slot Spinner Display
Dimensions: 22" Depth
54.25" Height
22" Width
Item Code: 204679

92-Slot Spinner Display
Dimensions: 18.5" Depth
76.57" Height
18.5" Width
Item Code: 204909
Available in silver only

Attachments for the 52- & 92-Spinner Displays
When ordering booklet or poster attachments, you must order using both the attachment code and bracket code.

Booklet Attachment
Item Code for 52-Slot:
206026 - Bracket
206021 - Booklet Attachment
Item Code for 92-Slot:
207122 - Bracket
202219 - Booklet Attachment

Poster Attachment
Item Code for 52-Slot:
205574 - Poster Attachment
Item Code for 92-Slot:
207122 - Bracket
205574 - Poster Attachment

84-Slot Display & Floor Stand with Booklets & Maps
Dimensions: 23" Depth
59" Height
39" Width
Item Code:
207693 - Display & Floor Stand
208986 - Booklet Attachment
208983 - Poster Attachment
208005 - Bracket Attachments
(*2 brackets per attachment)

114-Slot Wire Display
Dimensions: 28" Depth
77" Height
28.25" Width
Item Code: 204918
Available in black only

114-Slot Wood Display
Dimensions: 24.25" Depth
74" Height
32.25" Width
Item Code: 204923-Cherry
204930-Oak
Available in cherry & oak

Displays continued >
Displays (continued)

Available Headers

- **Academic**
  - Item Code: 219477 Display Size: 7 1/10 x 7 1/11
  - Item Code: 219484 Display Size: 2 6/32
  - Item Code: 218514 Display Size: 5 3/16
  - Item Code: 219488 Display Size: 8 4/11 (Wire)
  - Item Code: 219567 Display Size: 11 3/16 (Wood)

- **Common Core**
  - Item Code: 222484 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11
  - Item Code: 222491 Display Size: 2 6/32

- **D.I.Y. Basics**
  - Item Code: 222613 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11

- **Health**
  - Item Code: 222067 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11
  - Item Code: 222614 Display Size: 2 6/32

- **Holiday**
  - Item Code: 222477 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11

- **Law**
  - Item Code: 222514 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11

- **Medical**
  - Item Code: 222576 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11
  - Item Code: 222583 Display Size: 2 6/32

- **New Releases**
  - Item Code: 222019 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11

- **Social Media**
  - Item Code: 222453 Display Size: 7 7/10 x 7 1/11

- **Study Buddies**
  - Item Code: 222659 Display Size: 26 3/32

Shelf Talkers for Laminated Guides

- **Narrow Shelf Talker (clear plastic)**
  - Dimensions: 10.25" Depth
  - 3.5" Height
  - 0.25" Width
  - Item Code: 204965

- **Wide Shelf Talker (clear plastic)**
  - Dimensions: 7.75" Depth
  - 3.5" Height
  - 11.75" Width
  - Item Code: 205805

- **Narrow Shelf Talker Insert (clear plastic)**
  - Dimensions: 11.25" Depth
  - 3.5" Height
  - 0.25" Width
  - Item Code: 204992 - Insert
  - 204985 - Narrow Shelf Talker

Why show one title when you can show two?

Hanging Displays for Laminated Guides

- **11-Slot Hanging Display**
  - Dimensions: 4" Depth
  - 47" Height
  - 9.25" Width
  - Item Code: 204732

- **26-Slot Hanging Display**
  - Dimensions: 6" Depth
  - 61" Height
  - 18" Width
  - Item Code: 204756

S-Hook for Guides
- Item Code: 239406

Recommendations for merchandising QuickStudy® guides with S-Hooks:
- Next to Scantrons and blue books
- In the notebook & folder section of your store
- TI BA II guide next to the graphing calculators
- Vitamins & Minerals guide next to the vitamins and minerals
- Home Cleaning: Inside & Out guide next to the cleaning supplies
- Anatomy guide anywhere because they sell anywhere

Attachments for Hanging Displays

- "C" Clamp Attachment for 11- & 26-Slot
  - Item Code: 204787

- Slat Wall Hooks for 11-Slot
  - Item Code: 204794

- Slat Wall Hooks for 26-Slot
  - Item Code: 219520